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 A New Bijection Between Ordered Trees and Legal Bracketings
 S . B ENCHEKROUN  AND P . M OSZKOWSKI
 The Catalan numbers
 C n  5
 1
 n  1  1 S 2 n n  D
 are known to enumerate the legal bracketings of length  n  [1] as well as the ordered trees with
 n  1  1  vertices . There exists a classical bijection (cf . [2]) between these objects that will be
 denoted by  G  throughout the paper .
 We give a new bijection  F  between the same objects that has some interesting combinatorial
 properties . In particular ,  F  transforms an operation on the legal bracketings introduced by
 Kreweras [3] into a simple operation on trees .
 In addition , we prove that the product  G  ?  F  2 1 is the bijection  W  discovered by Vaille (cited
 in [5]) .
 F  and  G  help to derive some combinatorial properties of  W  in a straightforward manner .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION  AND D EFINTIONS
 1 . 1 .  Legal Bracketings
 A legal bracketing of length  n ,  as defined in [1] and [3] , is a word  L  of 2 n  letters
 written with the alphabet  h 0 ,  1 j  (or  h vertical step , horizontal step j ) such that the number
 of 0’s (or vertical steps) in  L  and number of 1’s (or horizontal steps) in  L  are equal to
 n ,  and for any  i ,  the  i th horizontal step never appears before the  i th vertical step .
 An equivalent definition is the following : a legal bracketing of length  n  is a path from
 (0 ,  0) to ( n ,  n ) in  Z 2 with  n  vertical steps from ( x ,  y ) to ( x ,  y  1  1) and  n  horizontal steps
 from ( x ,  y ) to ( x  1  1 ,  y ) such that , for any ( x ,  y ) in the path , we have the relation  x  <  y .
 A vertical step will be represented by the symbol ‘ 3 ’ and a horizontal step by the
 symbol ‘—’ .
 The following terminology is taken from [3] .
 A  peak  is a point of the path between a vertical step and a horizontal step .
 A  pile  is a point of the path between a horizontal step and a vertical step .
 Note that the number of piles in a legal bracketing is equal to the number of peaks
 minus one .
 A  jump  is a maximal sequence of consecutive vertical steps and a  landing  is a
 maximal sequence of consecutive horizontal steps .
 A  double ascent ,  as defined in [4] , is a sequence ‘00’ .
 An  arch  of a path is a part of this path joining two consecutive points of the line
 y  5  x .
 The  height  of a point  M  of the path is is the dif ference between the number of
 vertical steps preceding  M  and the number of horizontal steps preceding  M .
 The  height  of a path is the maximum of the heights of its points .
 In [3] , Kreweras defines a  deri y  ation  operation on legal bracketings as follows .
 Let  P  be a legal bracketing of length  n  with  k  piles  S 1  ,  S 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  S k  and for any  i  let
 ( x i  ,  y i )  be the co-ordinates of  S i .
 Then we have :
 x 1  ,  x 2  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x k
 and
 y 1  ,  y 2  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  y k .
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 We write the sequence of 2 k  integers  x i  and  y i  in their natural order with the
 convention that  x j  precedes  u i  in this sequence whenever  y i  and  x j  are equal . In the
 order of their appearance in this sequence , we associate a vertical step with each  x
 co-ordinate and a horizontal step with each  y  co-ordinate .
 In this way , we obtain a legal bracketing with 2 k  letters and length  k  denoted by
 D ( P ) . If  P  has no pile ,  D ( P ) is a single point , i . e . the empty legal bracketing .
 Also defined in [3] , the  degree  of a legal bracketing  P  is the number of consecutive
 derivations needed to reduce  P  to an empty legal bracketing .
 In [4] , Poupard defines a  compression  operation on legal bracketing as follows . Let  L
 be a legal bracketing . By eliminating the sequences ‘01’ from  L  one obtains a legal
 bracketing denoted by  C ( P ) .
 1 . 2 .  Ordered Trees
 An ordered tree (cf . [2]) can be defined recursively as a rooted unlabelled tree such
 that the principal subtrees (i . e . the trees obtained by removing the root) are ordered
 trees , and such that the order among these subtrees is significant .
 The roots of the subtrees are  children  (cf . [2]) of the root of the three .
 The  degree  of a vertex in a tree is the number of its children .
 A  leaf  is a vertex of degree 0 , also called terminal vertex . Vertices dif ferent from the
 leaves are called internal vertices .
 In representing an ordered tree we will place its vertices on dif ferent levels : the root
 on level 0 and the children of the vertices of level  i  on level  i  1  1 .
 1 . 3 .  The Bijection G
 The bijection  G  (cf . [2]) transforming an ordered tree with  n  1  1 vertices into a legal
 bracketing of length  n  may be defined as follows : given an ordered tree  T  with  n  1  1
 vertices (or  n  edges) , we traverse it in  preorder  (starting from the root and traversing
 its subtrees from left to right) writing a ‘0’ for each edge passed on the way down and a
 number ‘1’ for each edge passed on the way up .
 The sequence obtained in this way is the legal bracketing  P  5  G ( T  ) .
 E XAMPLE .
T
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
G(T)
G(T)= 0100010110110011.
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 R EMARKS .  (i)  G  transforms the leaves of  T  into the peaks of  P , and the internal
 vertices of  T  into the double ascents of  P .
 (ii)  The height of  P  is equal to the order of the last level of  T  5  G 2 1 ( P ) .
 (iii)  The number of arches in  P  is equal to the number of vertices on level 1 of  T  .
 The following property will be useful in what follows .
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  If C ( P )  denotes the compressed legal bracketing of P , then
 G 2 1 ( C ( P )) is obtained by deleting the terminal edges of G  2 1 ( P ) .
 P ROOF .  G  transforms the terminal edges of  T  into the sequences ‘01’ of  P .  h
 We remark that this operation reduces the number of levels of  G 2 1 ( P ) by one unit .
 1 . 4 .  The Bijection W
 To define  W  [5] , we need to code a legal bracketing of length  n  by a sequence of  n
 integers . The  h th integer in the sequence is the vertical distance to the diagonal line
 y  5  x  of  M h  ,  where  M h  is the starting point of the  h th horizontal step of the legal
 bracketing .
 W  2 1 may be defined by the following procedure :
 (1)  Denote by  c 1 c 2  ?  ?  ?  c n  the coding of the legal bracketing  Q  (in which the integer  j
 appears  i j  times) .
 (2)  Construct a legal bracketing  S  where the  j th jump has  i j  vertical steps and the  j th
 landing has  i j  horizontal steps . Denote by  A j  the endpoint of the first horizontal step of
 the  j th landing .
 (3)  Join  A j  to  A j 1 1 as follows : starting from  A j  ,  associate one horizontal step with
 each  j  and one vertical step with each  j  1  1 in  c 1 c 2  ?  ?  ?  c n .  The outcome is the part of
 P  5  W  2 1 ( Q )  between  A 1 and the final point of the sequence ( A j ) .
 (4)  To complete  P , join the point (0 ,  0) to  A 1 and the point ( n ,  n ) to the final point
 of the sequence ( A j ) as they are joined in  S .
 E XAMPLE .
Q
c1 ... cn + 13322121
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A1
A2
A3
A1
A2
A3
i1 = 3 i2 = 3 i3 = 2
S
P
 2 .  T HE B IJECTION  F
 Like  G , F  transforms an ordered tree with  n  1  1 vertices into a legal bracketing of
 length  n .
 Given an ordered tree  T  with  n  1  1 vertices , we place the vertices of  T  on dif ferent
 levels : the root on level 0 , and the children of the vertices of level  i  on level  i  1  1 .
 Starting from the root we pass along the levels of  T  successively from left to right . For
 each vertex  y   we write the number ‘1’ and  k  numbers ‘0’ (or ‘10  ?  ?  ?  0’ where the
 number ‘0’ appears  k  times) if  y   has  k  children . Finally , we eliminate the first number
 ‘1’ (associated with the root) from this sequence and we obtain a legal bracketing
 P  5  F  ( T  ) .  In this way , the vertices of  T  are naturally ordered . We will call this order
 the  F  - order .  The  F  -order of the root is 0 . The  F  -order of a vertex of  T  dif ferent from
 the root is an integer in [1 ,  n ] .
 R EMARKS .  (i)  The internal vertices of  T  dif ferent from the root correspond to the
 piles of  P .
 (ii)  Let  I  be an internal vertex of  T  and let  S  be the corresponding pile of  P  5  F  ( T  ) .
 The  x  co-ordinate of  S  is equal to the  F  -order of  I  and the  y  co-ordinate of  S  is equal to
 the  F  -order of the leftmost child of  I  minus one .
 E XAMPLE .
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
T
F(T) = 0001100101001111
 The  F  -order of  I  is equal to 4 .
 The  F  -order of the leftmost son of  I  is equal to 7 .
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y
y s
  
=
 6
xs  = 4
x
S
 I  is the internal vertex of  T  corresponding to the pile  S  of  F  ( T  ) .
 x S  5  4 and  y S  5  6 .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  F is a bijection .
 P ROOF .  With each vertex of  T  dif ferent from the root we associate a number ‘0’
 when we pass along the parent of this vertex , and a number ‘1’ when we pass along the
 vertex itself . Consequently , the number ‘0’ associated with any vertex appears before
 the number ‘1’ associated with this vertex in the sequence defining  F  ( T  ) and  F  ( T  ) is a
 legal bracketing . The length of  F  ( T  ) is  n  because  T  has  n  vertices dif ferent from the
 root . Conversely , given a legal bracketing  P  of length  n ,  for any point  I  of  P , the
 number of 1’s does not exceed the number of 0’s in the sequence of  P  preceding  I . This
 property ensures the existence of  T  5  F  2 1 ( P ) .  The uniqueness of  T  is obvious .  h
 P ROPOSITION 3 .  If D ( P )  denotes the deri y  ed legal bracketing of P , then F  2 1 ( D ( P ))  is
 obtained by deleting the terminal edges of F  2 1 ( P ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  P  be a legal bracketing with  k  consecutive piles  S 1  ,  S 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  S k .
 The ordered tree  T  5  F  2 1 ( P ) has  k  internal vertices  I 1  ,  I 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  I k  dif ferent from the
 root . They correspond to the piles of  P .
 If we delete the terminal edges of  T  , what is left is an ordered tree  T  9 with  k  1  1
 vertices . Thus  F  ( T  9 ) is a legal bracketing of length  k  (the length of  D ( P )) .
 We show that  F  ( T  9 )  5  D ( P ) .
 Let ( x i  ,  y i ) be the co-ordinates of  S i  , i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ;  x i  is then the  F  -order of  I i  and we
 have :
 x 1  ,  x 2  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x k .
 So , in constructing  F  ( T  9 ) ,  for  i  ,  j ,  the number ‘0’ associated with  I i  comes before
 the number ‘0’ associated with  I j  and the number ‘1’ associated with  I i  comes before the
 number ‘1’ associated with  I j .  If  x j  <  y i  , I j  precedes the leftmost child of  I i  in the  F  -order
 and the parent of  I j  precedes  I i  in the  F  -order . Consequently , the number ‘0’ associated
 with  I j  comes before the number ‘1’ associated with  I i  in the sequence  F  ( T  9 ) .
 If
 x j  .  y i  ,  x j  >  y i  1  1 ,
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 I j  is either equal or comes after the leftmost child of  I i  in the  F  -order , and the parent of
 I j  is either equal or comes after  I i  in the  F  -order . Then the number ‘1’ associated with  I i
 comes before the number ‘0’ associated with  I j .
 These conditions on ( x ,  y ) definining  F  ( T  9 ) from  I 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  I k  are the same as those
 which define  D ( P ) from  S 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  S k .  So the sequences  F  ( T  9 ) and  D ( P ) are equal .  h
 R EMARKS .  (i) By deleting the reminal edges , the number of levels of  F  2 1 ( P ) is
 reduced by one unit .
 (ii)  The degree of  P  is equal to the order of the least level of  F  2 1 ( P ) .
 3 .  R ELATING  W , F  AND  G
 Here we give some relations between these bijections .
 P ROPOSITION 4 .  We ha y  e :
 W  5  G  ?  F  2 1 .
 P ROOF .  We will show that  W  2 1  5  F  ?  G  2 1 .
 Let  P  be a legal bracketing .
 G 2 1 transforms :
 (i)  the consecutive horizontal steps  h 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  h n  of  W  ( P ) into the consecutive edges
 e 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  e n  of  G
 2 1 ( W  ( P )) ,  passed on the way up in preorder ;
 (ii)  the starting point  H i  of  h i  of  W  ( P ) into the starting point  E i  of  e i  in  G
 2 1 ( W  ( P )) ;
 (iii)  the vertical distance to the diagonal line  y  5  x  of  H i  in  W  ( P ) into the level of  E i  in
 G 2 1 ( W  ( P )) .
 So , if we traverse  G 2 1 ( W  ( P )) in preorder and associated with each vertex on level  i
 the integer  i ,  we obtain the sequence  c 1 c 2  ?  ?  ?  c n  coding  W  ( P ) as in the definition of
 E 2 1 .
 Now we construct  F  ( G 2 1 ( W  ( P )) .  We start from the root and associate  i 1 vertical
 steps (numbers ‘0’) with the  i 1 vertices lying on level 1 (children of the root) . We pass
 along the first vertex on level 1 and associate a number ‘1’ with it , reaching the point
 A 1  of  F  ( G
 2 1 ( W  ( P )) .  In the same way , we reach the point  A j  of  F  ( G 2 1 ( W  ( P )) when we
 associate a number ‘1’ with the first vertex on the level  j .  Between  A j  and  A j 1 1 , F
 associates numbers ‘0’ with the children of the vertices on level  j  and associates
 numbers ‘1’ with the vertices on level  j . F  associates these 0’s and 1’s to the vertices on
 levels  j  1  1 and  j  in the same order as their corresponding  c i  in the sequence  c 1 c 2  ?  ?  ?  c n .
 This method is exactly the one used above for constructing  P  from  W  ( P ) . Thus
 F  ( G 2 1 ( W  ( P ))  5  P  and  F  ?  G 2 1  5  W  2 1 .  h
 P ROPOSITION 5 .  W transforms the set of legal bracketings of length n and degree  g
 with  b  piles and beginning with  a  y  ertical steps into the set of legal bracketings of length
 n and height  g  with  b  double ascents and  a  arches .
 P ROOF .  Let  T  be an ordered tree with  n  1  1 vertices . Then :
 (i)  T  has  b  internal vertices if f  F  ( T  ) has  b  piles and  G ( T  ) has  b  double ascents ;
 (ii)  T  has  g  levels if f the degree of  F  ( T  ) is equal to  g  and the height of  G ( T  ) is equal
 to  g  ;
 (iii)  T  has  a  vertices on level 1 if f  F  ( T  ) begins with  a  vertical steps and  G ( T  ) has  a
 arches .  h
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